America’s Best Friends - Weekends v. 1.6.22

We open on a Vght shot of diner-style coﬀee machine, dripping
coﬀee and steaming. A hand comes in to pull it out of frame

We see a diner owner in an apron, standing next to the counter, F&F
plays on a monitor behind.

VO: People are waking up to FOX and Friends every day.

DINER OWNER: … I love having friends in my diner…

We cut to a closer shot of the hosts…

We cut to a booth in the restaurant.

PETE HEGSETH: "Hey...Great coﬀee..."

CARLY SHIMKUS and TODD PIRO raise their cups in agreement

We swish-pan over to see Pete Hegseth, Rachel Campos-Duﬀy and
Will Cain, si[ng on their white couch, which is somehow right there
in the diner!

We cut to a professional / business person in D.C./ on government
building steps
BUSINESSPERSON: I trust Friends to know what's really going on.
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We swish-pan over to see the full weekend cast on their couch,
which is on a landing at the top of the stairs.

We cut to JANICE HUFF, opening an umbrella over LAWRENCE
JONES.

We cut to the interior of a movie theater. The ﬂickering light of the
projector plays on theater seats.

RACHEL CAMPOS-DUFFY: "We're keeping an eye on that story for
ya!"

JANICE HUFF: "Don't forget your umbrella"

MOVIEGOER (conﬁdently): Everything's becer with Friends...(He
looks to his leT and says) right, Will?”)

We swish-pan over to see Will, Rachel and Pete, on their couch in the
theater, eaVng popcorn.

We cut to a closer shot of the cast.

We swish pan to B-roll of the cast on-set.

RACHEL CAMPOS-DUFFY and PETE HEGSETH “Shhhh…!"

VO: Your friends are always here with the right take on what
macers most...in news, poliYcs, sports and pop culture.

WILL CAIN: “You know it!”
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The behind-the-scenes montage of our hosts enjoying the show
conVnues.
VO:..in news, poliYcs, sports and pop culture.

The Fox & Friends logo fades up over a blurred studio background.
VO: FOX and Friends…the news you need and opinions you trust
-ORVO: FOX and Friends…America’s best friends for over 23 years.

BUTTON: We cut to a wide shot of the theater, now revealing Ainsley
Earhardt, Steve Doocy and Brian Kilmeade si[ng in a row of seats
behind the rest of the cast.
Ainsley Earhardt: “Hey...can we get some of that popcorn???"

